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EEffiCDUCTICN

Farmers 1 incomes are greatly affected by the general price level

and by the way they manage their farms. According to Tremblay (l£),

fluctuations in the general price level cause farm incomes to be higher

in sore periods than in others, but farmers have little or no control

over these variations* However, v/ide variations exist in the incomes

made by individual farmers in any given year because of differences in

the way they manage their farms*

King et al. (36) * considers the land and the kinds of crops it will

grow as the basic starting point in the development and maintenance of

a long time dairy program on the farm. The land must be kept productive

and the soil conserved if the dairy enterprise is to be profitable.

The more efficient field equipment can be used most satisfactorily

where the fields are of fair size and free of obstacles such as wet

spots and rocks* With such equipment, manpower is more productive and

larger areas can be operated with the available labor* Yfoodworth (53)

feels that improved cultural practices such as liming, fertilizing,

and more frequent reseedincs result in larger yields as the carrying

capacity of the farm increases, and the operator can keep more cows*

lie further states that with modern well arranged barns and new methods,

the larger herd can be handled more efficiently* The advantages of each

separate improvement are not fully utilized until all are integrated

into a good economic unit*

King et al* (36) recommend that dairymen strive to produce high
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quality hay, silage and pasture. V/ith this in mind, the foilowing fac-

tors need to be considered in developing the feeding program (l) the

quality and quantity of hay, silage and pasture; (2) the breedj (3)

weight of the cowj (U) amounts of roughages the cow will consume! (£)

daily milk production; and (6) the length of time since the cow has

freshened (3&)«

Arnold et al. (1) encouraged dairymen to try and have cows freshen

at regular intervals during the year, in order to meet the demand of

their market for milk. B3ak milk production generally occurs about six

weeks later than calving.

The principal cost of milk production is feed. Large outlays are

also made for labor, cows and equipment. As explained by Pritchard (39),

gross returns from dairying are the products of milk prices and quanti-

ties sold. It is to be expected that a rise in milk prices relative to

production costs usually will induce farmers to increase milk outputs.

A relative decrease in milk prices ordinarily will have the opposite

effects.

There is still the need for reducing distribution costs and retail

prices to promote increased milk consumption (39 )•

LAI© INVESTMENTS AHD LAlffi USE

With farm land values now at or near an all time peak, the question

of how much capital is required to own and operate a successful farm is

of wide concern (Scofield, Ij2). In terms of national averages for 1950,

about £3000 was invested in farm real estate for every &L000 taken in

from the sale of farm products (Table 1).



Table 1« Ileal estate investment per OlOOO gross income by economic
class of farm, 1950 census (l&)
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REGION 1
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ALL

northeast 1,061; 1,638 2,0^1 2,891 5,130 10,007 1,979

Appalachian 1,190 2,3ia 2,668 2,803 3,551 6,0li6 2,900

Southeast 1,695 2,1;6Q 2,^3 2,533 3,003 li,6l3 2,555

Lake States 1,300 2,300 2,660 3,li45 U,2h3 7,391 2,71*3

Corn Belt 1,839 3,257 3,731 h,176 U,937 7,728 3,U22

Delta States 2,351 2,573 2,757 2,li52 2,510 1,163 2,690

Great Ilains 1,810 3,121; 3,836 li,653 5,970 10,337 3,h95

Texa3~0klahoma 2,791; 3,383 3,657 U,ll6 5,250 7,939 3,526

IJcjuntaln 2,032 3,359 3,805 U,752 7*069 33,782 3,053

Racific 2,176 3,U63 1,381* 5,817 8,777 13,073 3,121

United States 1,988 2,920 3,323 3,675 4,3¥> 6,512 3,066
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Generally shaking, the lower the level of gross sales, the larger

the investment in real estate per CJLOOO of product sold. Ifany of the

low income farms in Scofield's study (12), (those of gross sales only

$2f?0 to $1200 a year) are near urban centers and the values on them do

not reflect six -ctly agricultural values. In this income range it takes

about $6£>00 in real estate to produce $1000 in sales. At the other ex-

treme, for farms producing &23>00Q a year in gross sales, only $2000 in

real estate was required to produce $1000 in gross income. On the high

income farms it would take about two years for gross sales to equal the

value of real estate, wliereas in tlie low income farms it xtoute take six

and a half years (h2).

Regional differences in the relationship between real estate invest-

ment and gross income reflect the relative contributions of land, labor,

and the operating capital to the typical farm business of the area.

Except in the South, real estate investments are usually higher in re-

lation to gross income in areas where field crops are the predominant

source of income than in livestock areas where labor inputs are larger

and more invested in livestock (b2).

As stated by Scofield (Itf?), real estate investments increase as

farm income increases, but not in direct proportion. lie believes it

takes less investment in real estate to produce $1000 in gross sales

on farms with a high level of income than on lor/ income farms. This

has a direct effect on debt paying capacity and mortgage risk.

Lbre investment in real estate is required to yield a given level

of sales in the Mountain and Pacific Coast States than elsewhere.



Real estate per $1000 sales is lowest in the Northeast and Southwest

02).

Size of farm increases more rapid3y than value per acre as farm

income increases. The large investments in real estate associated with

high levels of farm income are due to larger acreages instead of better

land (Ii2).

Heal tillage conditions as enumerated t$r Carter (13), require

a concurrence of fairly level land, good drainage, and freedom from

stones* These conditions are particularly important when power ma-

chinery is used.

Slope is important in relation to agricultural operations not only

because of its effect on ease of tillage 5 but also because of its re-

lation to erosion* A ten percent slope is taken as the maxima for easy

cultivation (13)

The proper care and use of barnyard manure, commercial fertilisers

and lime, together with a good cropping system and the proper care of

livestock, may so improve a poor soil that it will produce excellent

crops. On the other hand, poor fanning methods may so deplete a soil

as to prevent it from producing crops as good as might lave been ex-

pected in view of its potential capacity (13 )•

Farm units drop out at a much faster rate in areas where farm

operations are difficult than in areas where conditions are favorable

for farming. Use of marginal land is at an increasing disadvantage as

agriculture becomes more i^echaniaed and interregional competition for

markets develops*



In the better land classes surveyed by Carter (13), there are fewer

but larger farms, carrying laore animal units per farm* and growing more

crops per aninal unit than formerly* if this trend continues as it has

in the past* the social and economic forces will eventually bring about

complete abandonment of land unsuited to agriculture*

DA3RI FARM CRGAHIZATICN AND MA2IAGEHZNT

Profitable farming tends to be associated with certain factors

which affect net income (Kuhlman et al*, 37 )• The net income derived

from farming usually varies directly with the size or volume of the

business operated*

Size of business always has considerable effect on earnings (Hougha-

boom et al«, 28). One good measure of size on dairy farms is the number

of milking cows kept. Income generally increases with herd size (28,

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3U).

Houghaboom et al. (23, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3h)$ thinks a better

measure of size is the number of man-work units per farm* ^San-work

units are figured on the basis of the number of 10 hour work days re-

quired to do a given 3ob» Under average conditions it takes Hi days of

work to care for one cow for a year* Tihether sizo of business is meas-

ured by the number of cows kept or by productive man-work units, a

large farm is more profitable.

On small farms a considerable amount of time is spent in getting

ready to do something and in finishing up the job* It does not take

four times as long to care for h0 cows as it does for 10 cows* Equipment
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costs do not increase with the size of the farm business • It takes

nearly as much equipment to run a small farm as it does to run a large

one (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3h).

l&chinery and equipment required to operate a 60 cow dairy is only

slightly greater than that required to operate a 35 cow dairy* Larger

herds have less machinery and building maintenance cost per cow than

smaller herds. The result is higher net profit per cow and more total

net income (Kuhlman et al«, 37)*

Efficient production is often as important as high production in

securing the highest net farm income, particularly if the extra pounds

of butterfat are produced at a feed cost which is more than the extra

butterfat is worth (37 )•

Low incomes are most often the result of small size, low production

rates, inefficient use of labor or capital, or a combination of these

factors (23, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3k) m Houghaboom et aU (20, 29) be-

lieves capital efficiency may often mean the difference between profit

and loss* Almost without exception, cost of production decreases as

the amount of milk per cow increases (2o, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3k)»

Mo single formula will assure every farmer a good living (30).

Each farm is different* Each farm operator has different desires and

capabilities (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3U)*

The dairyman has little control of the trices ho receives and pays.

But he does have control of the organisation of his own farm and has an

opportunity to increase net income by operation under a more efficient

organization (38 )•
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Lfost dairymen are unable to supply the relatively large amounts

of capital needed to purchase stock and equip a commercial dairy farm

from their own funds* Usually he can obtain the additional capital

necessary for reorganizing only by borrowing (38).

The principal reason for obtaining a commercial loan is to build

the dairy enterprise into a more economic unit by enlarging or improving

it* Thus the dairyman is able to become a more productive operator.

The ability to use credit wisely is of the utmost importance to the

borrower, but there is no simple answer to what constitutes wise use

of credit (38),

The individual operator who can take full advantage of modern me-

thods are able to expand their output and secure efficient production*

Ubst dairymen have a large task ahead in reorganizing their farms and

in learning new skills and adapting improved practices (53)*

Dairy farms may be reorganizea in several waysj by buying additional

cattle to increase the size of the herd, by raising good replacements to

improve the herd, by adding or improving tillable fields to increase the

productivity of the farmland, and by adding supplementary enterprises

(33)*

A typical farm reorganization plan, is suggested by Woodworth (53 )•

The operator is interested in increasing the volume of milk produced,

and he can build up the farm to carry 30 or more cows* By setting a

moderate goal of 30 cows, the extra investments can be held at a low

level* This will give the operator time to test out his management

ability* Then in five or ten years lie may be in better financial condi-

tion to undertake further expansion (5>3)«
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2h Woodworth's plan (53 ), starting with 18 cows, the shift to 30

cows would require barn remodeling, development of greater roughage pro-

duction and the addition of 12 cows through purchase of growing heifers.

All these changes require time and «B investment of capital.

It was suggested that the herd be expanded in two stages. First

is the addition of six cows in the fall and then two cows a year bo-

ginning in about six months. Expansion to 2h cows rather quickly will

give added income which will be needed to carry the cost of improvements.

The available labor can milk and care for the extra cows. In adding the

extra cows as soon as possible, a larger quantity of manure will be

available to bring up the productivity of the farm more quickly (£3 )•

In the long run, all necessary roughage should be produced on the

farm. On a permanent basis 9 the cost of production is higher where

roughages are purchased. Ibwever, when the dairyman wishes to expand

rapidly, it is advisable to keep as many cows as convenient even if some

hay must bo purchased (53).

The condition of the barn has been the major handicap in working

out a program for reorganizing the farm. In building a barn for pro-

duction of fluid milk, the location of the milk house should have pri-

ority. It should be located so that travel at milking time is at a

minimum as well as being accessible for the mill: truck (53).

A person with cash at his disposal is in a good bargaining position

in making purchases and may take advantage of favorable prices. Far-

mers indicated that a minimum of $200 in cash should be held by the in-

dividual farmer in order to maintain a satisfactory bargaining position.
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Thirty-eight percent usually had less -than %2$ in cash (Peterson, 33) •

3£ the faro operator wishes to maximise his earnings , he oust

utilise all Ids factors of production to their full capacity. Through

the wise use of credit many good dairy farms could be developed to full

capacity, thus creating opportunities for satisfactory family incomes •

The good manager should develop a source of credit and use it produc-

tively (38).

The efficient operation of the farm will be advanced by developing

high yields through improved practices on all tillage acreage (£3). To

carry out such a program it is suggested that the operator use the fol-

lowing six year rotation; corn for silage, oats for hay, legume hay,

mixed hay, mixed hay, liay.

The application of fertiliser suggested as a part of land improve-

ment to develop the farm to carry 30 cows will be expansive. Roughly

it is estimated that It would cost over ££00 per year for fertiliser.

This is a large investment but it should be profitable as shown in in-

creased yield of roughage and greater carrying capacity in number of

cows (S3)»

If an operator on a good dairy farm is expecting to continue in

production, he can afford to apply heavy applications of fertisers.

A portion of the cost of fertilising and of carrying out the cropping

program will be returned quickly in the form of better quality roughage

and lower grain feeding (53).

Carter (D;) feels that dairymen do not always recognise the income

producing power of the woodlot. 'any of the products of the woodlot are
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used on the farm as stove wood, fence posts, sugar wood and maple syrup.

The commercial value of the forest is recognized only when a sizable

amount of saw timber or cord wood is marketed.

The labor requirernent of the woodlot, except during sugaring, is

very flexible. At any time the woodlot provides a place where unem-

ployed help may be put to the productive work of laying up a woodpile,

cutting fence posts or otherwise shaping forest products into a more

usable form (Hi).

The average woodlot on the farms studied had 9(> acres, the acreage

varied directly with the size of the farm. In most cases it made up

about one-third of the land area. The farmers valuation on their wood-

lots averaged $l81i5 (Hi).

Farmers received average returns of (XL066 from the woodlot. Use

of equipment was Ol^O, labor for farmer and family O20li, operating pro-

fit was 0iil3. The portion of total returns that stayed with the farmer

was 07ii2 or 70 percent. The total returns per hour of labor varied with

the product, and ranged from &L.90 for saw logs to $1.03 for sugar wood

(lit).

From the standpoint of forest management and of the maintenance of

orchards, grazing is so destructive of maple seedlings that grazed or-

chards are not perpetuating themselves ( Hitchcock, 25 )•

There is no precise agreement as to the most favorable month for

freshening in terms of quality of milk produced (Bowring, 7)» From the

findings shown in Table 2, July and August freshening cows produce less

milk per lactation period than cows freshening in other seasons. The



total nilk: production tends to be greater from cons freshening in the

winter months.

Table 2* i.fonth of Freshening Giving Highest and Lowest Annual Yields
of J=2L3k from Various Studies (7)«

Study- : Breed
J

i Ivbnth highest I

s annual yield '

i 'Jonth lowest t

i annual yield J ratio

New Hampshire Ayrshire December August 3U

Guernsey January July &
n Ilolstoin December June *
n Jersey June February 39

it "Slicing Shorthorn tfarch August 86

Connecticut Ayrshire January July 86

Guernsey February July- 88

1 Holstein February August 87

II Jersey January July 8b

12 States All Breeds »ovember July 91

A study on input-output relations for dairy cows by Bowring (7) in-

dicated that feed above maintenance will produce additional milk but at

a decreasing rate.

I

Feed Above Lfeintenancc
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It will be profitable to increase feed for greater milk production

•while the marginal income from milk is greater than the marginal cost of

the additional feed (7). At what point they will be oqual on the pro-

duction curve will depend on relative prices* It is conceivable that to

increase milk production beyond point X despite the high proportion of

milk relative to feed would be unprofitable. I&kewiso, to increase feed-

ing for milk production at point I may be profitable despite the decreas-

ing rate of production per unit feed input* The highest profit combina-

tion in the short run Trill depend upon:

1. Iroductive capacity of herd, or productive response to increased

feeding.

2. IVice of milk.

3. iTice of feed,

(Even a competitive market, producers will attempt to maximize in-

come by equalising price and marginal costs (7).

The higher the price the more stable becomes the position of ineffi-

cient producers, and while there may be some slight increase in produc-

tion, the cost to society is disproportionate. If prices were raised

sufficiently to attract resources back into mill; preduction, the higher

price to consumers might result in a decreased demand and a search for

substitutes (7).

IABCR USAGE

The task of milking largely determines the pattern for the sise of

tlie individual dairy enterprise. Operators have tended to keen as many
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cows as they could milk conveniently (\-7oodworth et al., 5>6).

French (21) estimates that it takes 5>0 percent of the chore time

in winter and 80 percent in the summer for milking. In Ohio and \Yis-

consin studies , 30-£0 hours per cow per year were saved by using milk-

ing machines*

For efficient, quick* easy milking, a convenient pattern should con-

sist of the following:

1. bilking is a special task and the operator must give full and

uninterrupted attention to details during the milking period.

2. All hard milkers should be culled out*

3* Arrangement of the barn should be reasonably handy and the milk

house conveniently located*

k» All equipment such as strainers should be adequate in capacity

to take the large volume of milk when cows are milked fast.

5. The operator should make a trip to the milk house for each two

cows (Woodworth et al., 5>6).

Ifost healthy normal cows can be milked by machine in three and one

half minutes or less. In a few herds every cow milks out rapidly, but

on the average dairy farm from 10 to 50 percent of the cows are slow

milkers (Y/oodworth et al., S>7)*

In studies by Williams (h°), no relation was found between the

length of time the milking machine was left on cows and completeness

of milking (Table 3)*
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Tablo 3« delation of average machine tine per cow to striding tine
and weight of strippings, 79 farms (!$)•

i&chine time s liking tine per cow I Stripping per cow

per cow t Farms t Lfechine time » Stripping time s Farms s Amount

l&nutes *©• Pounds

1.5 22 1.3

1.5 20 1.0

1.9 2a 1.2

1.6 6.6 1.2

l&nuies ISo. Canutes

Loss than 5»5 27 u.9

US to 6.9 26 6.1

7.0 or more 26 8.5

Totals and
Averages 79 6.5

These problem or slow milking cows are a definite handicap to effi-

cient production. They require more labor per 100 pounds of milk and

interfere with the sequence pattern in milking otlier cows (57).

In herds where good milking practices are followed, approximately

hP percent of the problem cows can be trained to milk out in reasonable

time provided they have healthy udders. Problem cows should be stabled

at the end of the milking line and given special treatment for a trial

period of several months, if they do not respond they should be culled

from the herd (57 )•

Fast milking characteristics are as important as many of the other

desirable characteristics of a good dairy cor.' and the operator, over time,

can well afford to give thoughtful consideration to milking quality when

culling or in selecting animals for maintenance of his herd (57).

To maintain a ml,Tiding rate of three minutes per cow it is often
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necessary to use more than one man or machine (French, 21). A cart will

make it easier to raove pails and equipment along behind cows.

Loose housing should receive careful consideration when*

1« Remodeling or erecting new facilities.

2. Interested in maximum output per hour of labor.

3. Interested in keeping capital requirements per cow low.

Iroperly managed, loose housing can result in more manure, higher quality

of milk, improved animal health and cheaper milk (21).

or findings in work simplification studies on three types of

housing facilities in Kentucly arc shown in Table U»

Table km Three major types of housing facilities (21).

Type of building
i Building in-
t vestment/cow
t 20 cow herd
t 1950 1/

S 1

: iles walked i

t per cow i

s annually.

i

: :&n hours
1 labor per
i cow/year

Stanchion barn $375 U6 120

Stanchion barn and
rest shed US 13 117

Ht, tandem mi 1 king
parlor and rest shed 275 28 $

Level, abreast milking
parlor and rest shed 2/ 225 26 75

1/ Includes silo, barn and milkhouso.
ijjjj/

New 20-cow pole type rest shed, silo, malkroom and h-ccw-abreast walk-
through milking area.

As size of herd increases, investment per cow reduces with the walk
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through milking parlor and rest shod. The same investment in milkroom

and milking area is spread over a larger number of cows* Calculated in-

vestments per cot; ares $10$ for 30 cows and $100 for 60 cow3 (21).

The results of Ohio records on matched dairy farms of similar size

are shown in Table 5> # A well planned arrangement and efficient work

methods are more important than the type of barn (21 )•

Table 5* Ohio records on matched dairy farms of similar sized herd (21).

Type » Hours per cow i Distance traveled s i^ange in hours
t per year s /cow/day in ft. %

Stanchion barns 97 IhZ 70 to 110

Pen barns 92 6l£ Ui to lk8

Chore work in caring for cows was from 78 to 2hl hours per cow» The

men with low chore hour per cow had more convenient barns , used better

methods, and organized the work more skillfully. However, the most effi-

cient in some one practice are often inefficient in some other respect

(iVoodworth et al«, ££)•

in addition to stripping, the data regarding the time spent and the

distance traveled per cow on the several jobs connected with the milking

are summarized in Table 6» Observations indicate that convenience of

arrangement, adequacity of equipment, and the extent to which the work

has been planned to avoid waste motion are the more obvious factors de-

termining the efficiency with which chore work is done (10, U9)»
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Table 6, Time spent and distance walked per cow on various milking jobs

(55.

t

s Farms
t iio.

Time per cow

t Range * Average
t I&nute3 * onutes

iDistance per cost

Job s Range t

l Ft, 8

Average
Ft,

Ifachino-ciiHa^d herds

Operating milker 2k 0,9-2.0 1.2 lk-69 37

Stripping and hand ndlking m 0,9-3.6 2,1 9-2U m
Care of milk 11; 0,2-0,9 0,5 HH7 n
Care of utensils Hi 0,3-1.3 0,7 12-63 33

Totals III 3,0-8.1 5.0 78-209 138

Hand-c&lked lierds

talking 11 U.U-10.0 7.2 8-1*8 18

Care of milk 11 0,3- 1.2 0,8 19-162 7U

Care of utensils 10* 0,1- 1,3 o,5 2-30 12

Totals 10* 5,0-11,6 3,5 U9-201 109

* Data on care of utensils not obtained on one farm.

The benefits from greater efficiency in chore -work are more leisure,

larger output per man or less hired labor (^B)»

On individual farms the output per man varies greatly (55). The

difference is duo largely to the more constant use of available labor on

productive enterprises, better management of labor, more adequate equip-

ment, higher quality cows, more skill in arranging a cropping system and
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in more adequate pasture program (55).

labor efficiency is important in reducing costs (Tremblay, lUi). A

good measure of the amount of xiork done is the tons of h.O per cent milk

produced per nan. As the quantity of milk Reduced per man increases,

cost per hundredweight decreases. The farmers "who fail to achieve less

than average costs frequently have no return for their labor or for their

service as farm managers.

When capital is substituted for labor it is e:qoeeted that the ad-

vantage mil be reflected in lower average costs. As the capital in-

vestment p*T man increases , cost per hundredweight of milk decreases

(Table 7). 2n the group of farms with the high capital investment per

man much productive work is done and a large quantity of milk is pro-

duced per nan* This is possible by keeping large numbers of liigh pro-

ducing covrs per man (uU)«

Production is a prime factor affecting costs. Almost without ex-

ception, as the milk production per cow increases the cost of production

decreases (Table 8) (hh)m

Table 8. Relation of milk produced per cow to costs (Ui)«

Cwt. of U.0 milk produced i Percent per cow s .Percent of t Cost per Cwt<
Range t Average i farms * of milk

31 - 12 37

li3 - 50 hi

51- 58 5U

59-66 62

67 - 71 71

12 $ 6.1&

26 5.08

26 1.39

u* Mli

11 U.27
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Table 7. Relation of capital investment per nan and labor efficiency
to costs (Wi).

1

Capital imre /man :

Iroductive J

inaxi wagto* :

units/man :

Tons-milk :

1 t

per man t

Percent
of

farms

: Cost per
J C*iVt»

Range : Average 1 : of mHJk

I 2,007-:'; 6,000 - ,m 199 21 17 1 5.55

6,001- 3,500 7,077 223 26 26 U96

3,501- 21,000 9,696 272 37 25 1-.60

11,001- 13,500 12,156 311 h2 16 Mh
13,501- 16,000 li;,790 380 U9 8 UtO

16,001- 33,017 20,Ii6X 386 # 3 Ml

AH farms 9,867 271 A 100 lt.73
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Table 8. Relation of milk produced per cow to costs (lili). (Continued)

Cwt. of U»0 milk produced t Percent per cow » Percent of s Cost per Cwt«
Range s Average : farms i of milk

75-132 86 11 $ 3,78

All farms 57 100 2u73

ROUGHAGE iROGRAM

To maintain dairying on a profitable basis* cost of production must

be as low as possible (King et al., 36 )• i-iany items such as labor, over-

head , disease and feed enter into cost. Of these the dairyman is able to

do more about feed than any of the others*

According to Hitchcock and iVilliams (23) pasture , properly managed,

is the best feed for dairy cows and is one of the most important factors

in economical milk production. Even though the economic strength of

dairying lies in grass, it requires careful planning and management to

get the most from it.

Roughage such as pasture, silage and hay, is a cheaper source of

nutrients than grain (King et al., 36) • The dairy cow is a great roughage

consumer. Hfeny workers agree that a cow in full milk production can and

will consume un to 75 percent or more of her required nutrients in the

form of roughages. To get the best results, roughage must be palatable,

of high quality and nutritious.

The more high quality roughage consumed by the cow, the less expen-

sive grain she needs. Conversely, the poorer the roughage the less she
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eats, and the more grain and protein supplement must be fed to make up

the nutrient deficit. Better nutrition means longer productive life (36).

Pasture has some deficiencies (Hitchcock and Williams, 23). Among

these are the fact that the grazing season is rather short and a cow may

be on pasture for only one-third to one-half of her lactation period,

iiost of the growth occurs early in the season with the result of more

feed than necessary at first and possibly not enough later in the season.

The climate and soil type influence the growth of pasture plants and the

quality of the grass changes greatly with the stage of maturity.

The kind of pasture provided greatly influences milk production.

..ork at Purdue with legume-grass pastures compared with grass pastures

showed, more produced per acre on the pastures containing legumes. The

superiority of the legume-grass pasture was apparently due to the addi-

tional forage consumed throughout the season by cows grazing these pas-

tures (23).

The notion has prevailed that cows could not produce more than

thirty-five pounds of milk with pasture as the orQy source of feed,

without loss in body weight. However, it is a common experience far

dairymen to find that their cows will refuse concentrates when on

luxuriant pastures. Good evidence supports the fact that the amount

and quality of the grass .'ire the factors limiting the performance of in-

dividual cows. Sufficient pasture sIiouM be provided for a cow to con-

sume about k»5 pounds of grass for each pound of milk produced. The num-

ber of cows per acre becomes one of judgment and experience in pasture

management (Table 9) (23 )•
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Tablc 9« The milk production of cows on pasture without concentrates (23).

Cow i Year t Type of t Days on t J&lk produced : % of Total i Total
i i pasture : pasture t on pasture % produced : productionsi j : » on pasture *

10-P 19U9 Poor 133 3,100 28.5 12,51*7

J,v"» 1950 Good 133 6,553 5o*i 13,103

10-P 1951 Good % ii,6l0 28.9 15,92*9

12-P 19h9 Good 133 5,876 50.5 11,635

12-P 1950 Good 133 6,lU8 1*6*8 13,121

82-3 19U9 Good 133 U»762 51.0 9,337

82-B 1950 Poor 133 3,9U2 1*6.1 8,51*1

56-B* 1951 Good 11U 4,350 50.3 8,631*

96-B* 1951 Good HJi 2iA89 50.1 8,359

* These cows managed so that roughage was the only feed throughout their
lactation*

QM pastures decline in productivity, as they frequently do on many

faros during July and August, some supplementary roughage feeding is often

advisable (i/ilbur et al«, 1*7 )• Thi3 is likely to be either hay or silage*

3h feeding trials silage made from alfalfa bromegrass was very similar

in feeding value to corn silage for milk production (Table 10)*

Usually silage made from legume or legume-grass mixtures will be

higher in protein and carotene than corn silage but lower in TDN* How-

ever, when silage is fed over a long period, as in winter, some sun cured

hay or vitamin D concentrate should be fed to insure an adequate supply
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of vitamin D for the cows (U7).

Table 11 compares alfalfa silage with medium quality first cutting

alfalfa hay as a supplement to bluegrass oasture during July and August

CU7).

Table 11. A comparison of alfalfa silage with alfalfa hay as a supple-
ment for bluegrass pasture (E?)»

t Alfalfa-silage s Alfalfa Ilay

7 7

8872 9065

25.3 25.9

11291 —
32.0

Number of cows

Total pounds of milk produced

Av« daily milk produced

Total pounds of silage consumed

Av. daily consumption

Total pounds of hay consumed — 6962

Av. daily consumption 19.8

Total pounds of grain consumed 2780 2700

Av. daily consumption 7.0 7.7

Basic economic considerations in grassland farming remain the same

for all areas of the country* The regional emphasis underlines the fact

that segments of the problem must receive different emphasis in different

areas (Fellows, 20).

Fellows (20) considers the Northeast a feed deficient area. In

general, no large shipments of roughage occur, but about 50 percent of
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the feed concentrates for livestock are obtained from outside the re-

tion«

Dairying dominates the livestock industry in most of the Northeast

(Fellows* 20 ). The development of the dairy industry has been due in

part to the general adaptation of tlie area to the production of grasses

and legumes. Production of high quality forage calls for crop selection*

cultivation* addition of soil amendments* and special cultural practices

(Fig. 1).

"Forage 11 Expansion Path

|

03

fU

"Concentrate"
Expansion Path

Iso-Product (milk)

Contours

Pounds of Concentrates Per Cow

Because of physiological characteristics of the dairy animal IIST is

the relevant area of the production surface showing the structural
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relationships between milk, forage and concentrates. Idne ST is the

upper limit on forage intake and is functionally related to milk out-

put and concentrate intake. Idne RT is the upper limit of concentrate

intake given a minimum forage intake for output (20).

One possible expansion path enumerated by Fellows (20 ), is along

the upper limit of forage intake. If the factors were close substitutes

in the relevant area, the contours would hare only slight curvatures.

IVice ratios rotating about points on intersection of contours at the

upper forage limit could change considerably before the optimum combina-

tion would move along the contour. With the imperfection in milk mar-

keting in the Northeast* the use of land for forage production lias a con-

siderable advantage over alternative opportunities.

Along the forage expansion path the marginal rates of substitution

have "oeen estimated by Fellows (20) as 1 to 3.7 at the 7000 pound con-

tour, 1 to 2.U at the OOOO pound contour and 1 to 2 at the 9000 pound

contour. For these particular situations, the ratio is given to which

the farm operator can adjust the price ratio of the two inputs.

Each farm operator is now able to determine the extent of forage

production activities on his farm as long as the forage can be consumed.

The operator must be able to use the additional roughage. This would

be possible when the cow couM consume more roughage and move to a higher

production contour, tfhen the cow can not consume more roughage, addi-

tional cows would need to be added. The profitability of movement along

the forage expansion path could be tested only by budgeting each situa-

tion (20) #
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Fellow's (20) model can not solve all the problems of grassland

economics. MlwilgiWBIlt practices can be compared and forage production

and use can be considered as an integrated problem. Of greatest impor-

tance* it diverts the thinking away froia the objectives of wide milk

grain ratios and of maximum grass acreages toward the goal of change in

net farm income*

FCRAOS HARVESTING

Harvesting the hay crop is hard, tedious * expensive work (Carter,

12). It is difficult to get haying help# The weather is either too hot

or too rret (<?)• The working days are too long. Lfeny of the jobs are

back breaking. For those reasons* many farmers are searching for better

methods of performing the essential haying jobs (9* 12).

•Vhile it is recognised that it may sometimes be economical to cut

hay under unfavorable weather conditions there is no justification for

doing so when this practice is avoidable. I&ny farmers fail to cut hay

at the time of day when it can best be handled* even though no conflict

of job exists ($>)•

The loss in quality and feeding value of hay is influenced by the

amount of rainfall the hay receives (Rocs and Fellows, hX)* Unfavorable

weather* by postponing the cutting date* may reduce the quality and quan-

tity of the hay.

The economies incidental to large sized operations are not always

appreciated. For both the cutting and raking jobs, less travel and turn-

ing time per acre are needed in large than in small fields (Table 12 )•
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Table 12» Average time cost of cutting one acre of hay by various methods
(9).

JobHQBtilOd

t Av# time t Farms $ Acres J ;.Jodel

t cost i visited i measured t crew size
: Ifin. i '..o* 3 Ho* : liom

Tractor ft 7 ft« cutter bar

Horses & 6 ft. cutter bar

Tractor k 6 ft« cutter bar

Horses & £ ft. cutter bar

Tractor 6 ft# horse-type mower

Total cutting observations

27 23 232 1

UO 7 36 1

53 u 10 1

56 35 33 1

339 2 6 2

51 217

Hearly all farmers rake their hay into windrows. Turning time and

repair tine was relatively unimportant in the raking job (Table 13 )•

Table 13• Average time cost of raking one acre of hay by various methods
(9).

l, I , rj.l i , a n j-i-A.

Job-method
j Av. time i Farms I Acres J Jbdel
t cost : visited : measured J crew size
: Ka» : No* s llom 3 Ho.

Tractor 6 side-delivery rake

Horses & side-delivery rake

Horses & dump rake

Total raiding observations

20 17 99 1

29 21 \n 1

30 7 18 1

—•• W 21U mm
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Ilay may be tumbled into any suitable bunch size (9). Farmers spent

less than one-third as much time per ton to bunch liay with the one man

as with the three man baler (Table lit).

Table l!u Average time cost of bunching one ton of hay by various methods
(9).

8 Av. time t Farms t Tons s -iodel :

Job-method 8 cost t visited t Treighod * crew size 8 limitations
s :an» 8 No* t i;o. s iio# s

One-can baler 23 7 101 1 Baled hay

liand fork 66 6 18 1 Hand loading

Three-man baler 80 7 107 3 Baled hay

Total bundling
observations — 20 226 -

in studies by Carter (9), baled hay was loaded very rapidly at the

rate of 16 minutes per ton. The buck rake loaded loose In 32 minutes per

ton. Loose hay loaded by a hay loader from windrows took \£ minutes per

ton. The operator of the field chopper loaded a ton of chopped hay in

37 minutes.

Carter also stated that the time cost of each hay harvesting job is

related to the equipment used. He believes a greater relationship exists

between the time cost of each job and the way in which available equip-

ment is handled and the labor force distributed.

The decision of the individual farmer to purcliase a new hay tool

should depend upon the savings which can be expected through its operation*
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A saving of 20 hours a year might not justify additional investment,

whereas a saving of 200 hours per year might be sufficient to warrant

a change (?)*

Ross and Fellows (1|0) reported that dairymen had been growing more

legume grass mixtures in an effort to develop a forage program tliat Trill

provide both hay and pasture. They also commented that this increased

the risk in making field cured hay because legume and legume-grass mix-

tures produce a heavier growth than grass* The first cutting comes ear-

lier in the season -when weather is less favorable, and the forage has a

high moisture content*

Ensiling* mow curing and field curing facilities represent an op-

portunity for a very flexible program (Hoiaes, 26).

The method most appropriate for individual dairymen will depend upon

present farm organization, 3ise of business and type of harvesting equip-

ment (11)•

Two types of adjustments may be made to minimise the effects of

:ther in forage harvesting, grasc silage or barn finishing the hay Q|0)*

2JCW FINISHERS

In the last few years a number of dairymen have installed special

mow drying equipment* The mow hay dryer may represent either a part or

all of the hay storage (Holmes, 26)*

liar finishing is a technique or process wherein hay, partially dried

in the field, usually to below \& percent moisture, is put into specially

constructed hay mows for further drying. This mow is equipped with a
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system of air ducts spread over the now floor. Air is driven through ducts

by a motor driven fan and allowed to filter through the hay. Being some-

what drier than the hay, the air absorbs some of the moisture and even-

tually the moisture content is reduced to the dccired 20 to 2^ percent

(Carter, 11).

Any handling of very wot hay greatly increases labor and lessens the

chance of good curing* Cn the basis of these studies* savings in hay

stored per acre would offset about one-third of the total cost per ton

for mow finishing, assuming that half of the mow finished hay would have

suffered tonnage loss if left out until field dried (11 )•

Garter (11) stressed the point that a mow finisher should not be

purchased and installed simply because it is new and groat claims have

been made for its performance. All other alternatives should be checked

before deciding whether or not some other capital investment would be

more profitable.

The cost of substitution of barn finishing for field curing using

present equipment is presented in Table If? * The effect on net income

from sbdfting from field curing to the making of grass silage are not

greatly different than for barn finisliing (Table 16), less labor is re-

quired in barn finishing the forage when presently owned equipment is

used, and barn finishing would probably be preferred on this basis (Ross

and Fellows, Uo).

The cost of electricity per ton of mow cured hay depends on the

condition and quality of the hay at the start. Holmes (26) estimates

a range of £0c" to 01.50 per ton is fairly representative of the cost of
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Table 15. Estimated chants in annual coot and returns on dairy farms of
specified herd size from the substitution of barn-finishing for
field during, usinr presently craned equipment (1*0 )•

Item

t Annual Cost and Keturns

i Size of herd

t 35-coTf : 25-ccw t JjO-ccra

Increased cost -liars

Annual fixed cash cost on installation

Depreciation 1*0.51 18.78 55.32

Interest 20.25 2lu39 27.66

Repairs 10,13 12.19 13.83

Insurance 3*30 U*$l 5.19

Taxes 5.06 5.06 6.91

Operational cost

KLectricity 82,08 133.23 219.52

Total 162.63 229.31 328.10

Increased return

Increased mill: receipts 565.92 91^3.20 1,509.12

Changes in annual net cash income 103.29 713.89 1,100.69

electric current.

The availability of now drying and ensilage facilities make it pos-

sible to harvest over a third of the first crop before the first of July.

This third of the crop represents hay most difficult to cure and store at
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Table 16. Estimated changes in annual cost and returns on dairy farms of
specified lierd size with the substitution of grass silage for
field-curing using the stationary chopper and the green crop
loader (UO).

Item

: Annual Cost and Returns
* Size of herd

t 15-cow $ 25-ccr.7 t hO-cow

Reduced Cost

Reduced fixed cash cost

Hay fork and accessories 3.28 8.28 .00

Side-delivery rake 33.5U 33.SU 33.SU

Pick-^up baler .00 .00 356.08

Bale elevator .00 .00 U0.20

Reduced operational cost

Equipment .00 .00 178.36

Increased returns

Increased milk receipts 778.1U 1,296.90 2,075.00

Total 819.96 1,338.72 2,683.22

Increased cost

Increased faxed cash cost

Truck .00 .00 339.50

Loader .00 .00 32.U7

Wlndrower attachment l.5o 1.50 1.50

Silos 35U.OO 1412.00 6U8.OO

Increased operational cost

Labor 72.5U 116.66 303.00

Equipment 0.86 7.3U .00

Total U28.90 £37 .50 1,329.U7

Change in annual net cash income 391.06 801.22 1,353.75
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tho time weather for field curing is usually unfavorable. On several

occasions the hay drying equipment enabled the operator to haul in par-

tially cured hay that otherwise would have been rained on (26) •

This early harvest lias two advantages*

1. The available labor and equipment are used to better advantage

,

being spread over a longer period.

2. The second crop has a better chance to develop maicing yields

higher (26).

FCRAGE HARVESTING EQUIPMT

Several harvesting methods and combinations of equipment were being

used (Carter, 12). The method is more important than the man using it.

labor is not always saved when new machinery is bought. Machinery which

increases mechanical pride xvithout increasing efficiency is a poor invest-

ment.

Fellows (18) believes the equipment combination should have adequate

capacity to harvest the forage produced at various periods without ex-

cessive loss of quality from over maturing of some of the crops. Ex-

cessive capacity in equipment is expensive and unnecessary. Performance

rates and cost data will help to strike a balance between over capacity

and under capacity.

Fellows (18) commented that the forage harvesting equipment combina-

tion should be tailored to the size of the enterprise to avoid excessive

overhead expenses. This is especially important when only a small annual

tonnage is harvested.
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Thc opportunity to have harvesting work done on a custom basis* or

to increase the volume of work done by equipment by doing custom -work for

otlier operators* should be studied before a decision is made on a par-

ticular equipment combination (13). Figure 2, demonstrates the importance

of volume in reducing overhead cost per unit and shows a method of com-

paring the cost of owning equipment against the cost of having it done by

a custom operator (l8) #

On most farms the investment in equipment has increased rapidly in

total value in relation to investment in otlier farm resources • On the

average dairy farm the investment in equipment as a part of the total in-

vestment has increased nearly three-fo3d in the last 20 years (Fellows $

17 )•

The problem as seen by Fellows (17 )* is one of choosing equipment

that will lead to a more efficient and profitable business* The balancing

of costs and returns will indicate if the particular equipment or combina-

tion of equipment is profitable* Each operator should test the balance

of additional costs and returns before purchasing equiDinent.

Two ty^es of costs are involved when equipment is bought. The first

type or fixed cost results simply because the farmer owns the equipment.

Studies of equipment costs indicate that the fixed costs per year will be

from 10 to 1$ percent of the original cost. For most farm equipment 12

percent is a useful estimate of fixed costs (17 )•

Usually the largest item of fixed cost is depreciation. An esti-

mated annual depreciation cost will range from h to 2£ percent of the

original cost, the average being about 7 percent (17 )•

The annual charge for the use of the money invested* interest, on
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2$

2Q

Dollars pei Ton

Cost of ownin
other needed

and operating
dquipment.

f02 age chopper and

35.

10

Cost per ton
when custom rate $15 per hour

which it becomes
own equipment*

Cost per ton
When custom rate $12 per hour

50 100

Tons per year

1$0 200

Figure 2. CosapsrXaoa of costs for harvesting with a forare harvester on
a custom basis and owned basis* (18)
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oach machine is h percent on half the original cost* Cost of repairs

to keep the equipment in running condition will average 2 percent. The

average annual cost of taxes, insurance and storage is about 1-1/2 per-

cent of the original cost (17 )•

Variable costs are related to the use of tlie machine* The annual

cost for operation will depend upon the amount of use of the equipment

and cost of material* Variable costs for a medium-sized wheel tractor

are about !£ cents per hour* electric current for horse power motor will

cost about one cent per hour (17)*

The fixed and variable costs make up the total costs associated with

each piece of equipment (17 )«

Sometimes when equipment is added to the farm business* direct cash

income is realized* Fellows (17) thinks such equipment increases the

quantity or quality of some products which means greater total cash re-

turns*

Fellows (17) stated that most returns for equipment are generally

realized indirectly* He believes equipment may replace labor on the farm

and save the labor expense* Replacing an old machine with a more effi-

cient one nay reduce costs* But usually the most important effect of

equipment is to permit a larger size of business with the same amount of

other resources* lie stated that fixed costs of the total business can

then be spread over a greater number of producing units* In this way more

of the production from each cow in the herd can go for prof5.t instead of

overhead expenses*

Fellows (17) places importance on the non-cash returns associated

with equipment* It is difficult to estimate the value of these returns*
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but everyone realizes tliere are benefits from equipment that takes the

hard work out of a job or eliminates unpleasant tasks* I^ach operator

makes his own evaluation for this type of return.

Several problems should be considered, however, before the final

decision is made. One problem arises because of the need of estimating

future price. With the purchase of equipment, costs are committed with

considerable certainty for several future years. If costs are offset

only when expected prices are high, there may be considerable doubt about

the desirability of adding the equipment (17 )•

Another problem enumerated by Fellows (17), concerns the integration

of new equipment into the farm business. V/lien a new machine is added

he explained that adjustments may be required in buildings, labor, other

equipment as well as feeding and work methods in order to get the full

benefit of the machine. Unless these changes are made to fit the equip-

ment into the organization, returns may bo small.

Each operator should compare all the practical alternatives which

are open to him. The opportunity of hiring equipment through custom

operation rather than owning it should be considered, ifost operators

have some limit on tl« amount of capital available to them. The capital

needed to buy the equipment might return more net income to the farmer if

it were invested in sone other way. After studying several practical al-

ternatives the farm operator can choose the most profitable one. Then

ho will be working toward the most efficient and profitable use of all the

resources on his farm (17).

Rates of performance for various combinations of hay harvesting
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equipment are given in Table 17 • Average annual harvesting cost per

ton for various combinations of hay harvesting equipment is given in

Table 18.

MILK HtCDUCTICN COSTS

HLackstone (li) considers it always advantageous for dairy farmers

to analyze and know their production costs* Cost statements indicate

where savings can be made and the e:ctent to which the dairy may be ex-

panded or contracted to increase profit. Ho explained that by studying

the various factors that make up production costs a dairyman can tell

the efficiency or inefficiency in organization and management of his farm.

Some farmers produce mill: at a low cost per hundredweight, while neighbors

produce at an excessively high cost*

Individually, the farmer can do little about the general price level

of milk. He can, however, increase his farming efficiency, and lower

his cost of production. Since profits represent the difference betaecn

selling price and the cost of production, farmers should make intensive

efforts to reduce production costs per unit of product whenever possible

(li).

Reductions in production costs of a hundredweight of milk can best

be achieved "ay the following!

1. Produce more and better roughage, pasture and feed grains. Ifoch

of this feed could be grown on the farm.

2. Improve feeding practices built around high quality roughages.

In the case of many cows, no concentrates will be required if sufficient

good pasture, temporary grazing crops and roughage is available.
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3. Increase output per -worker* The man hours per coir can be re-

duced materially by proper supervision of the labor force , better arrange-

ment of barn and milk house, proper construction of hay racks and correct

handling of milk machines (!;)•

2u Improved breeding practices and methods of selection of replace-

ment cottj. ELackstone (li) believes that dairymen who follcw this prac-

tice reduce the risk of introducing disease into their herds.

£• Blackstone emphasized the use of more effective sanitation and

disease control measures. llaxiy cot/ deaths each year are due to improper

supervision.

6» Closer supervision on the part of management in production, buy-

ing and selling. Dairymen should give attention to the possibilities of

buying at vjholesale, buying at times when products can be purchased

cheapest, and buying in large quantities Oi).

A survey of dairies by Arnold et al. (l) showed that with equally

careful management a herd of low producing cows had almost the same over-

head costs as did high producing herds. Thus, he continued, the overhead

cost per 100 pounds of milk increased as production per cow decreased}

likewise, labor required per 100 pounds of milk increased as production

per ccr.7 decreased when other cost factors ix^mained constant. lie reports

net cost of milk per 100 pounds sold* also increased as production per

cow decreased. Cows producing less than five thousand pounds of milk

had total costs 3$ percent higher than did those producing 6200 pounds

or mere (Table 1°).

I&ny workers concur that feed is the largest single item of cost of

milk production, t.nether or not it pays to use a large amount of purchased
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feed depends entirely upon prices of feed and dairy products • Sometimes,

rrPk and feed price ratios are such that they believe it is desirable

to depend largely on home grown roughages and pasture, balanced with a

minimum of concentrates. This will make the labor cost per 100 pounds

of milk somewhat higher* i-bre frequently in the past, price levels liave

been such that it was profitable to feed more concentrates in the ration

for a higher level of milk production per cow and a lower overhead and

labor cost per 100 pounds of milk marketed (l).

Table 19. delation of milk sales per cow to hours of labor and total cost
per 100 pounds of milk (1).

I&lk sold per cor; s dumber : Average * Labor/100 i Hot cost of
: of s milk sales * pounds of s milk sold per
: farms » per cow s milk sold i 100 pounds

Pounds Pounds Hours

Less than 5,000 2k li,U21 Wi8 3.58

5,000 to 6,199 3U 5,580 3.33 3.05

6,200 or more 31 6,991 2.50 2.66

All Farms 09 5,368 3.1U 2.96

From a study in Ifcw York, during 19hk-19l& (l)> it was found that

high output of milk per worker was an important key to production effi-

ciency and financial success. High output of milk per man was obtained

by these practices:

1. Keeping noderateUy large herds which made possible,

2. Spending less than the average amount of time per cow to do the
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daily chores in the stable and yet,

3* Having better than avtx reducing cows.

Blanch et al. (£) have found in addition to the inputs of feed and

labor that certain intangible factors and possible higher costs are en-

countered when attempting to maintain norc even production. These center

around the breeding program and replacement practices, Mtagr farmers con-

sider spring as the natural tine for cows to freshen* Cows that are

difficult to settle do not -nark into a planned breeding program very -well.

VMle they can be replaced in the herd, a higher rate of turnover would

tend to result in higher production costs.

'

IVhere the dairyman raises his arm replacements, HLanch et al. (5>)

believed it advantageous whenever possible for bin to keep calves born

in the mid winter months* .. this way time is available to care for then

when young and they can be turned in the calf pasture with lush feed avail-

able at a young age. This minimises the total labor and feed costs for

growing them. Delayed breeding of these winter born heifers involves

greater than normal costs in raising the replacements to production.

Arnold et al (l) considering only original or first costs* figures

it may be cheaper for many dairymen to purchase replacements than to raise

them. There are, however, many disadvantages in purchasing cows.

Ifeuny people feel it almost impossible to build up a high producing

herd from purchased cows, because their ancestry is largely unknown and

selection and breeding of high producing families cannot be practiced.

High producing cows cost more per year to keep, but they make more effi-

cient use of their feed and produce milk at a lower cost per 100 pounds (l).

Where replacements are purchased, some opportunity exists to buy cows
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bred to freshen at a certain tine. As long as quality of cows purchased

does not have to be sacrificed, tliis is a convenient way for those who

can or must use it to shift the herd's seasonal pattern of freshening

and thereby level out the seasonal pattern of production (!?)•

IVhile it is physically possible to change an existing seasonal

pattern of production with the resulting costs it may not be economically

feasible* Hanch et al (f?) feel that consideration should be riven to

costs and returns for different patterns of production before attempting

to ehBn@D« The most profitable seasonal pattern will vary among farmers

and the circumstances existing in a given market at a given time* If

regulated prices for fluid milk are not adjusted seasonally and if all

the production, irrespective of the amount of milk produced during the

period of lowest cost per cow, which is the early spring and summer

months, the greater the not returns from the milking herd.

There was wide concern that the prevalence of abortion and udder

trouble was higher in herds with purchased replacements than in herds

raising their own replacements. There was also the possibility of in-

troducing brucellosis, mastitis or other diseases into the herd from

purchased cattle (l).

llany workers were in agreement that cows purchased for replacements

do not last as long on the average in the service of the purchaser as

raised stock.. One reason is that purchased cows sometimes have had one

or more lactations and some are eliminated soon because of disease, low

production or other reasons &)•

Cows in Florida dairies (l) with raised replacements were found to

have an average life span of 6.6 years, or about U»l years of productive



usefulness in the herd* This is about 37 percent longer service life

than was obtained from purchased cons (Table 20).

It is commonly agreed that the longer period of usefulness of

raised replacements, even if their first cost is somewhat higher$ may

make their cost per year of service and per 100 pounds of milk less than

with purchased cov?s# This is because their cost is spread over a longer

period of useful life and higher total milk production (l).

Irofessor W« J. leaser of Illinois (Arnold et al., 1) said* "It

takes all the profit a good cow can make in her first two years to pay

off this debt of cost at first calving", "..liether or not she will prove

a profitable cow will depend upon how many years she continues after

this to return a good profit over the cost of her keep". The length

of her producing life has a great deal to do with the profit she earns

for the dairyman.

The reasons for replacements of dairy cattle are shown in Table 21.

:bitis and udder trouble were responsible for 21 percent of all dis-

posals. This was the most serious cause of loss reported by Arnold et al«

(17 )• Various diseases, reproductive trouble, accidents and old are were

the important reasons for death.

Ho set rate of depreciation can be assigned to dairy cows that will

apply under all conditions (l). Depreciation rates clange with changes

in the various factors which enter into depreciation costs. These factors

arc:

1. Initial cost of cow at first calving or at time of purchase.

2. Length of useful life in years.
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Table 20. Average useful life span of 973 Florida dairy cows — all
breeds (!)• (includes covrs sold for dairy or breeding pur-
poses only)

Attained age
» iluraber of t

: ccr.7s still i

t livix »

Percent t

of total :

mmiber $

Average
age at

disposal

1 Anticipated
s Usefulness at
«Different Ages

Years Years Years

2.0 to 2.9 973 100.0 6.6 U.1

3.0 to 3.9 913 93.9 6.9 hk

U.O to lt.9 793 UL.6 7.U 2.9

£.0 to £.9 673 68.8 8.0 2.5

6.0 to 6.9 So? 52.0 8.8 2.3

7.0 to 7.9 393 1*0.2 9.5 2.0

3.0 to 3.9 292 22.9 10.3 1.3

9.0 to 9.9 196 20.0 11.2 1.7

10.0 to 10.9 128 33.1 12.2 1.7

11.0 to 11.9 91 9.3 12.9 sub

12.0 to 12.9 S9 6.0 33.6 1.1

13.0 to 13.9* 35 3.6 H4.6 1.1

1U.0 to lk.9* 13 1.8 3^.3 u
3£.0 to 05.9* 111 %A 16.2 .7

16.0 to 16.9* 7 .7 17.1 .6

17.0 to 17.9* - — —
13.0 to 13.9* 2 •2 18.6 a
19.0 to 19.9* 1 .1 19.2 .0

Insufficient numbers to be signif"Leant*
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Tablc 21. irincipal reasons for disposal of 1,1;69 Florida dairy cows,
as given by dairyrnen (l). (l&ccludes cars sold for dairy or
breeding purposes ori3y)

Reason for disposal J Katiber of cows * Hereout of total

21.0

liu?

2.0

2.3

3.U

2.0

28.I4

i&stitis and udder trouble 309

Low production (culled) 216

Reproductive troubles n
-37

Old ago 29

Combination of above reasons 66

Accidents and injuries 33

Diseases 50

Other reasons 30

Unstated 10-7

Death

t

Diseac 8b

Reproductive troubles 30

Accidental death 21

Old ac-o 12

Unknown causes X
182

Total 1,469

12.4

100.0
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3. Salvage value, which fluctuatcG with beef prices.

U. Death rate.

Then the initial cost, service life, salvage value and death rate

of dairy cows are known, the depreciation rate nay be calculated by the

following formula:

Cost 1 Deaths per 100 _ B ., .,

No. yean of use Ho. years of use ~ 100 * baLvane value

= Depreciation cost per year in dollars (l).

A longer useful life is important in keeping down annual deprecia-

tion cost per cow (l). They believe by adding a year to a cow's service

life spreads the cost of her unproductive years over a longer period.

In the study (Arnold ct al., l) the higher the initial cost of a cow,

the higher her annual depreciation, assuming a fixed life span and sal-

vage value. Furtlier, they believe depreciation cost per year increases

more than proportionately with increasing cost. This, however, does not

point toward the use of low grade cows, as their productivity nay also

be low and other costs higher.

At any given life span and initial cost of a cow, as reported by

Arnold et al. (l), depreciation cost per gallon decreases directly as

production per year increases. The dairynan should strive for cows of

higher production and nake every effort to extend their profitable ser-

vice life to obtain the lowest depreciation cost ner gallon of nilk pro-

duced (Table 22).

deduction of Grade A milk lias increased to a level that considerable

surplus has existed during the flush production ;x2riod (Dlanch et al., 5>)»
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Table 22 • Effect of useful life and initial cost of a coir on do: re-
ciation cost per gallon °£ nillc at varying ratos of pro-
ductivity (1).

Useful : Assumed t Depreciation % Depreciation s Cost : Per gallon
life : Valuation t cost I 600 j 800 j 1000

years : * per year : gallons : gallons : gallons

Effect of Useful life

1.0 &50 073.12 .122 0.091 00.073

2.0 15c 38.32 .061* .02*8 .038

3.0 150 26.2*6 .024* .033 .026

1*.0 350 20.62 .032* .026 .021

5.0 350 17.12

Effect of

.029

Initial Cost

.021 .017

3.0 100 9.79 .016 .012 .010

3.0 150 26.2*6 .024* .033 .026

3.0 200 1*3.33 .072 .052* .02£

3.0 250 57.79 .096 .072 .058

3.0 300 76.1*6 .127 .096 .076
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Because of the seasonc of flow, little more than enough : _ . .,ioet

the demands of +h? market lias existed during the fall and early v/inter

months* V/ith an abnormally wide spread between the regulated price of

Grade A mill; for fluid consumption and the price surplus milk lias brought

in the open market for manufacturing purposes * producers with abnormally

high spring and early summer production patterns have obtained average

prices considerably lower than those who have essentially stayed within

their quotas* It is questionable whether the annual average production

costs of these producers were sufficiently lower to compensate for this

lower average price*

Blanch et al* (5) affirms that for the future, the answer to the

most profitable pattern of production for an individual farmer lies in

the manner in which production quota is allocated and in the relation-

ship between the miriimum price established for milk sold in the bottle

and can trade and \7ith the market price of manufacturing milk* It does

not appear that differences in production costs alone are of such magni-

tude as to be a heavy determinant in directing a production pattern*

-bst of the seasonal variation in production costs can be attri-

buted to two factors?

1* Differences in feeding practices and feed costs*

2* Differences in milk production by months which is primarily a

result of herd management (£)•

Another factor listed by Blanch et al. (5) that affects the most

profitable pattern of production for individual farmers is the type of

pastures utilised* It is conceivable that production costs should be

lowered sufficiently by the use of economical pastures with high grazing
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capacity, that an individual producer might well be able, under normal

conditions, to take a slightly la _ce far his surplus during the

period of seasonally high production and obtain higher net return for

the year as a whole than if he merely attempted to neet his quota each

month of the year* The price spread between bottle and manufacturing

milk normally is too great to ml:e this likely for any extended period.

For the year of the study an average of 7122 pounds of milk testing

U»3 percent butterfat was produced per cow. This nilk was valued at

tt|02«£& per cow5 or 0S»h3 per 100 pounds* The net average cost of pro-

duction was $2t38*06 per cow, or t£#90 per 100 pounds of milk (Table 23),

It loss amounted to $36«2l; per cow, or hl$ per 100 pounds of milk ($)•

Table 23« Variation in annual labor input per cow, 61 grade A dairy
farms, V.illamette Valley section, Portland -'dlkshed, Year
ending September 30, 191*7 (£)•

7 . - , . , s Uuaber « Bsrcent t Percent
Range m labor ugmt , Qf f^ , rf farns , ^ cqrf3

Less than 100 hours

100 - 129 hours

330 - 1$9 hours

160 - 189 hours

190 - 219 hours

220 hours and over

Total 61 100 100

6 10 12

lii 23 30

17 28 31

10 16 35

5 8 h

9 25 8
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Blanch et al. (5) reported that not all farmers suffered a loss.

IriLmarily because of lower than average production costs, nearly tv;o-

fifths , 35 percent, of the dairymen showed a net profit. This profit

averaged 5>10 per 100 pounds of milk and ranged Iron a high of Cl.9li to

a low of 1£« Q 'le the number of producers enjoying a >rofit amounted

to only 3$ percent, they produced 5>8 percent of the milk. Thus, over

half of the milk was produced at a profit, reflecting the fact that the

louver cost of producers were larger than average.

'^JLk produced in November cost 1#3 times as much as milk produced

in *fcy. The seasonal variation in the cost of producing butterfat was

slightly XftBB than, milk (£).

Ilich of the seasonal variation in milk production cost reported

during the different months of the year appears to be associated v/ith

differences in kinds and costs of feed fed and in the differences in

amounts of milk produced. Generally, the months when the cost per cow

was the lowest was when the milk produced per cow was highest. Dif-

ferences in milk production is a herd management problem (5).

Seasonally, the price received for mill: was high enough to cover

production costs only during the months of April, »fey, June and July

(Fig. 3). These were the months during which milk flow was highest and

unit production costs were lowest (5>)»

Nearly two-thirds of the total labor charged to the milking herd

was the labor and management of the operator's famUyj 2$ r^erccnt T/as

hired, and the remainder was supplied by members of the operator's

family who did not receive a regular wage. Considerable variation

existed in the amount of labor that was necessary to care for a cow
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far a year (Table 2li)« Over 60 percent of the farias used between 100

and 160 hours per cow, 10 percent used less than 100 and the others used

160 hours 01 nore# A close association existed between size of herd and

labor per cow (£)•

Table 2lj* Variation in annual labor input per cow, 61 grade A dairy
farms, Willamette Valley Section, Portland I&lkshod, Year
ending September 30, 19h7 (£)•

Range in labor input
Number
of farms

Percent
of farms

Percent
of cows

Loss than 100 hours

100 - 129 hours

130 - 159 hours

160 - 189 hours

190 - 219 hours

220 hours and over

Total

6 10 12

1U 23 30

17 28 31

10 16 2$

% 8 It

9 2$ 8

61 100 100

The average value of investment per cow was 0h79»OO* This amounted

to about GH,700 per farm. This included only the milking herd's propor-

tionate share of the value of the buildings, corrals, equipment and other

items used in the production of milk. The value of the milking herd was

included, but the value of the farm land on which feed was grown for the

cows was not* At the rate of h«0 percent, the investment charge, other

than depreciation and repairs, was only &19»l6 (Table 25) (£)•
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Table 25« Average capital investment chargeable to the milking herd,
61 Grade A dairy farms, "willamette Valley section, Portland
I.2ilkshcd, year ending September 30, 19l;7 ($)•

Item
: Investment t Investment : Total investment
: per farm i per cow : percent

I $,198 $ 225 hi

1*883 198 hZ

731 30 6

622 26 $

Buildings

COWS

Land

JSquipment

Total $ll,67h $ U79 100

Blanch et al« (5) further reported that production per cow had a

marked influence on the net cost of producing milk* As the butterfat

per cow increased from a herd average of 2f?7 pounds to i;20 pounds, the

cost of producing one pound of butterfat decreased 270 from $1.1;8 to

KUflflU The cost of producing 100 pounds of k percent fat corrected milk

declined 99$ from $6«06 to $£*07» Only those herds producing 380 pounds

or more of butterfat showed a net profit above all costs.

The herd in the study on which laborw used most efficiently pro-

duced butterfat for 01.21 per pound as compared to 12*77 for those on

which labor was used most inefficiently. A cost spread of £2 .1*3 per

100 pounds of I; percent FCM existed between the most and least efficient

dairies. High labor efficiency is much more easily attained with moder-

ate to large herds (5).

The cost of producing milk and butterfat decreased consistently as
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tho number of cow3 increased from a herd average of 10 to $£. The

spread was \&$ per pound of butterfat and 02.1X) per 100 pounds of

milk. Between a herd average of 10 and 19 cows, the addition of each

ccw reduced the coct of producing milk by efficient use of labor, build-

ings and equipment, iio pattern of relationship existed between size of

herd and production per cow (5>).

The herd with the most even pattern of production produced 93 per-

cent as much mill: in the low quarter as it did during tho quarter of

highest Bilk production. Tiie herds with the most uneven pattern of pro-

duction preduced butterfat and milk at the lowest cost. Very little

difference in cost existed between the medium and most even producing

herds (£)•

The difference in cost between the even and uneven flow herds was

duo to the fact tliat tlie uneven flow herds used relatively more pasture,

less labor, less hay and concentrates tlian the other herds and were

slightly larger in size (5).

The level of concentrate feeding should be determined by;

1. The individual cow's ability to utilize the concentrates in tho

production of milk.

2. The cost of the concentrates.

3. Tho value of tho milk used.

If concentrate prices are low in relation to milk prices, concen-

trates can be profitably fed at a higher rate than when they are high in

price in relation to mill: (5).
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SUPPLI AM) FRICE AT VARIOUS FLUID KZLK MARKETS

I&lk is an important food (Pritchard, 39)» It is consumed prin-

cipally in fluid form. In this forxa it is generally regarded as a ne-

cessity of life without close substitutes* In smaller volumes it is

used as a complementary food and in cooking.

Pritchard (39) related factors affecting consumption of fluid milk

and cream. Genomic theory and observation of consumer usos of these

products indicate that the most important are:

1. Retail price of fluid milk and cream.

2. Retail price of all other commodities (cost of living index).

3. Disposable income per-capita.

L> Consumption habits developed in the past.

5. Nutritional education.

6. Retail price of evaporated milk and other factors may affect

consumption (39 )•

The prices paid for milk at the farm according to I lowring (8) are

prices at the receiving station or manufacturing plant less the cost of

transportation from the farm. He further stated that the price at the

receiving station is the final market price less the cost of transpor-

tation to market and all handling and processing charges. The closer

the assera'iiLy plant and the farm are oo market, the iiigher the price

should be at the farm. IT prices were free and competitive, then a
•

producer would ship to the market which affords the liighest price at

tlic farm. Likewise, milk assembly plants would tend to hi located close

to the retail market.
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Pritchard (39) stated responses of fanners to prices and other

variables are of two types, production responses and disposal responses*

Production responses affect the quantity of mill; ?>roduced in a supply

area. Disposal responses affect the quantities of milk sold in dif-

ferent markets.

Farmers can be expected to sell milk where the price is highest,

with reasonable allowance for price and cost differences due to quality,

distance frou narkets and possible other factors. A rise in price re-

lative to producer prices in competing markets can 1x2 expected to cause

some producers to enter the market. A relative fall in milk prices

usually will have the opposite effect (39 )•

Bowring (8) stated that if a choice between two markets is to be

made, then the market price loss charges will be the measure of prefer-

ence. Ifilk will be shipped to the market offering the highest farm

price.

An increase in the price at one market relative to the other will

broaden the area from which one market will collect milk supplies.

Supplies on the lower priced market will bo decreased an equal amount.

It becomes obvious that if mill; producers are price responsive, the

relative prices between markets direct the supplies of milk. The prob-

lem then resolves into balancing demand and supply for each of the

markets and to find tliose trices which will best stabilize this rela-

tions!lip (3).

The supplies can be so allocated between markets by tricing tech-

niques that mileage of liauls and handling charges are reduced to a

ininimum. Secondary markets will then be in a position to price their
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milk at retail with greater consideration for the location of supplies,

and consumers as well as producers will benefit fron proximity to each

other (8)*

Jritchard (39) believes these production and disposal responses

arc not lilcely to be as great as the chances in relative prices or

costs* The responses are limited by other econonic and physical fac-

tors* 3h the short run, limited changes in production per cow can be

made by varying feeding rates* Small increases and large decreases in

cow numbers are possible in the short run* Largo increases require more

time*

In addition, a large change in cor; numbers would require important

changes in farm organisation on most farms. These may be costly to make.

Unstable prices and other uncertainties tend to reduce responses to

economic factors* Farmers generally have found it wise to plan for

less than maximum incomes in order to hedge against unfcrsecable mis-

fortunes (39)*

It appears that changes in farm milk trices relative to other

economic factors have small effect on milk production*

An increase in fall and winter production without an increase in

spring and summer is needed to fit supplies to market requirements and

to permit more effective use of supplies by milk distributors (39)

•

The causes of seasonal fluctuations in silk production arc both physi-

cal and economic (52 )• Hie principal cause of these seasonal variations

is differences in feed costs* iianagerial requirements are greater to

maintain a dairy herd on a fall or even freshening schedule than on a

spring freshening pattern (39$ £2)»
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IVitchard (3?) believes several factors partially offset the high-

er costs of fall-v&nter and seasonally even production* Fall-Printer

mill: prlOM arc generally liigher than spring and summer prices. As a

result of this the gross annual income of fall producers exceeds annual

gross returns of spring and summer producers* Second, cows freshening

in the fall receive a second production stimulus from spring pastures

Spring freshening covts usually produce a larger total volume of milk*

This tends to reduce average r&lk production costs* Fall-winter dairy-

ing permits a better seasonal distribution of total fm labor require-

ments than does spring-summer dairying. This is because the peak labor

load of the dairy enterprise cones in tlie fall and winter when other

farm work is lightest*

IVillians (S>2) reported buttermilk and chocolate drink offer a

potential market for additional quantities of fresh sliim or lot? fat

mill: of bottling quality* Another possible market for more fluid milk

is in frozen dairy rjroducts. Under present conditions, it is unlilcely

that the -.rice paid for mill: used in any of these products will be as

high as that paid for mill: used in bottled whole mill-: and cream*

nth expanded supplies of fluid milk the market for high butter-

fat might become saturated* Dairymen selling liigh testing mill: might

then find themselves producing extra butterfat at comparatively liigh

costs (52)*

Fluid milk prices in major cities usually are negotiated by or-

ganised producers and dealers, with or without government supervision*

That is, fluid mill: prices are administered v -rices. Tito factors ap-

pear to bo primarily responsible for this (3°)*
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Lfilk is a bulky, perishable product. Its production and processing

are subject to urban liealth regulations* -As a result milk tends to be

produced in areas adjacent to the cities in which it is consumed (39 )•

Economies of size in fluid milk distribution appear to be large*

The trend lias been tabard fewer and larger distributors. Bargaining

associations to represent producers and distributors -were fcrimed (39 )•

Price formulas have become common in major markets as a means of

simplifying and improving the efficiency of price administration* For-

mula pricing is flexible and automatic* It reduces the number of price

negotiations and costs of bargaining (39)*

Possible objectives reported by Pritchard (39) of administering

prices to consumers is to increase consumption* increase producers' re-

turns and dealers 1 profits* assuming that these are too low* Other

aims are to imnrove the market and reduce uncertainty and instability

of milk prices by establishing prices of fluid milk at competitive

levels*

Competition within the dairy industry and between it and the rest

of our economy have in general, kept milk prices in line -with the general

level of all commodity prices and of all farm prices (39)*

A study was made by Williams (1*0) on the overall efficiency of

milk processing and distribution* Hot quite tsro-tliirds of distributor's

receipts were spent for milk and other materials used in products sold*

Ibre than nine-tenths of this expense was for fluid milk*

About a third of distribution receipts -went to meet operating ex-

penses, which dixi not include any charge for interest, income taxes, or

compensations for risk* Nearly half of these expenses were for plant
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labor costs, container expense and building and plant equipment cost

0*8).

in 19ii8 operating expenses averaged £.6$ per quart of TRtholo milk.

After meeting operating expenses, distributors had left for use of

capital and risk, returns varying from 1.3 $5 to minus 1.5>r per quart

equivalent &$)•

tdlliams (1j.g) stated that volume per plant influences productive

cost. In general, plant delivery and aclministrative labor was used

more effectively in larger plants than in snail ones. Tlic^ efficiencies

WRV not reflected in la;er costs because of the high -wages paid by large

distributors. But gross margins -were voider in large plants than in small

ones, consequently, large distributors made much better JnCRMM than did

small distributors.

Adequate volume of business is most important for efficient plant

o .oration and -wholesale distribution (lj.3).

A review of the literature relative to dairy cattle management sug-

gests tiie following comments:

1. Size of business, vrliether Measured by the number of cows kept

or by productive man-work units, I^as considerable effect on earnings.

Largo farms are the most profitable.

2. Bfficient production is as important an high production in

securing highest farm incomo.

3. All necessary roughage should be produced on the farm, as cost

of production is higher -when roughages arc purchased.

ii. Capitol efficiency may mean the difference between profit and

loss. Cost of production decreases as the amount of milk par cow increases*
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5* All factors of production nust bo utilized to their full capa-

city if the farm operator is to Daxisn.se Ids earnings*

6. Efficient use of labor is iTortant in reducing costs*

7* Dairymen should utilize the >a<imi amount of good pasture and

grass silage in the dairy ration, feeding enough grain to make the ration

adequate* The more high quality roughage consumed, the less expensive

grain needed* Better nutrition moans longer productive life*

8* The principal cost of milk production is feed* Reduction in the

cost of production can best be achieved by improving feeding practices

and increasing the output per worker*

Adequate volume of business and good management practices are the

most important considerations for efficient operation and maxiJTUm. income*
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Farmers 1 income It 1 by the general price level and the

way they manage their farms.

King considers the brsic starting point for developing a long range

dairy program as the land and the kind and quantity of crops grown. lb

believes it important to produce high quality hay, silage and pasture.

Feed is the principal cost of milk production. Other big costs are

for labor, cows and equipment. Distribution costs and retail price need

to be reduced to promote increased milk consumption.

A considerable amount of capital is required to own and operate a

successful farm. The national average for 19£0 -was about $3000 invested

in real estate for every £1000 returned from farm products sold. Real

estate investments increase as farm income increases, but not in direct

proportion. Less investment in real estate is required to produce OlOOO

in gross sales on farms with a high level of income than on low income

farms. Sise of farm increases more rabidly than value per acre as farm

income increases.

Use of marginal land is at an increasing disadvantage as agriculture

becomes more mechanized and interregional competition for markets de-

velops. In the better land classes thtvo are fewer but larger farms,

carrying more animal units per farm and grc 1 lore crops per animal

unit than formerly* If this trend continues the social and economic

forces will bring about the complete abandonment of land unsuited to

agriculture.

Profitable fanning is associated with certain factors which affect

net income. A good measure of size on dairy farms is the number of



mil king cows kept. A better measure of size is the number of man-work

units required to do a given job. Regardless of the -way size of busi-

ness is Pleasured, large farms are the most profitable. Low incomes are

most often the result of small size, low production rates, the ineffi-

cient use of labor or capital, or a combination of these factors.

liost dairymen have a large task ahead in reorganizing their farms

and in learning new skills and adapting improved methods • Any shift to

increase the volume of milk produced, would probably require barn re-

modeling, greater roughage production and addition of more animal units.

I^y expanding in two stages, the extra cows would add income quickly and

carry the cost of improvements. The remaining units could be added at

regular intervals*

The task of milking largely determines the pattern for the size of

the individual dairy enterprise. Operators have tended to keep as many

cows as they could milk conveniently. It takes £0 percent of chore time

in winter and 30 percent in summer for milking, .'ibst healthy cows can

be milked by machine in three and a half minutes. The benefits from

greater efficiency in chore work are more leisure, larger output per

man or less hired labor. As the quantity of milk produced per man in-

creases, cost per hundredweight decreases. As the milk production per

cow increases the cost of production decreases.

To maintain dairying on a profitable basis, cost of production

must be kept as low as possible. Roughage, such as pasture, silage and

hay, is a cheaper source of nutrients than grain. The dairy cow is a

great roughage consumer and can and will consume up to 75> percent of her



required nutrients in the farm of roughage* Sufficient pasture should

be provided for a cow to consume about li*5 pounds of grass for each pound

of nil If produced*

Dairying is the dominant livestock industry in most of the Northeast*

The development of the dairy industry has been due to the adaptation of

the area to the production of grasses and legumes*

Harvesting the hay crop is hard* tedious expensive work* The wea-

ther is either too hot or too wet* Because of this* many farmers are

searching for better methods of performing the essential haying jobs*

Two types of adjustments may be made to minimize the effects of weather

in forage harvesting* grass silage or barn finished hay*

The time cost of each hay harvesting job is related to the equip-

ment used* The decision of an individual farmer to purchase a new hay

tool should be dependent upon the saving which can be expected through

its operation*

1km finishing is a process wherein hay* partially dried in the

field usually to below h£ percent moisture* is put into a specially

constructed hay mow for further drying* However* a mow finisher should

not be purchased and installed simply because it is new and great claims

have been made for its performance* All other alternatives should be

checked before deciding whether or not some other capital investment

would be mere profitable*

Several harvesting methods and combinations of equipment are being

used* The equipment combination should have adequate capacities to har-

vest the forage produced at various times without excessive loss of



quality from over maturing of some of the crops* The forage harvesting

equipment should be tailored to the size of the enterprise to avoid ex-

cessive oyerhead expenses •

The opportunity to have harvesting work done on a custom bases 9 or

to increase the volume of work done by equipment by doing custom work

for other operators, should be studied before a decision is made on a

particular equipment combination. The balancing of costs and return

will indicate if the particular equipment or combination of equipment

is profitable.

Blackstone considers it advantageous for dairy farmers to analyse

and know their ^reduction costs. Since profit represents the difference

between selling price and the cost of production, farmers should make

intensive efforts to reduce production costs per unit of product when-

ever possible.

Feed is the largest single item of cost of milk production. If

concentrate prices are low in relation to milk prices, concentrates can

profitably be fod at a higher rate than when they are high in price in

relation to milk.

The prices paid for milk at the farm are prices at the receiving

station or manufacturing plant less the cost of transportation from the

farm. The closer the assembly plant and the farm are to market, the

higher the price should be at the farm.

Farmers can be expected to sell milk where the >riee is highest*

If a choice between two markets is to be made, then the market price less

cliarges will be the ^Teasure of preference. Talk will be shipped to the



market offering the highest farm price*

Adequate volume of business and good management practices are the

most important considerations for efficient operation and maximum in-

cone*




